




CREATE YOUR OWN MASTERPIECE

+

CHOOSE YOUR PAINTING1.
Choose which painting you would like to re-produce as wallpaper by visiting The National Gallery images

website. Note the name and reference number of the painting. www.nationalgalleryimages.com

Andrew Martin and The National Gallery have joined forces to bring the National
Gallery's stunning archive onto your walls as digitally printed wallcoverings.

MEASURE YOUR WALL2.
Measure the height and width of the wall that you would like to cover using a metric tape measure. Draw 

a diagram of your wall with all the measurements clearly indicated. Please show any irregular angles or 

wall features. Please measure twice to ensure your dimensions are correct!

SEND US THE DETAILS3.
Send us an email with the name of the painting and its National Gallery reference number. Also

attach your diagram. Orders without a diagram will not be accepted. sales@uniquefabrics.co.nz
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NATIONAL
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The paintings will be printed on a durable vinyl with a non-woven backing. The image will be spread over
the necessary number of drops (120cm wide) using a central panel, ie the image will be printed on an  
odd number of drops even though it could fit onto an even number. The rolls will be trimmed accordingly.
A digital proof will be provided to ensure everything is correct. A hardcopy proof can be requested.
The images are slightly overprinted to accommodate very slight errors in calculation or imperfect walls. 
Depending on the size of the image there may be a few centimetres of unprinted ‘trim’ along the edges
of the roll. The wallcovering will be supplied to you with full hanging instructions. 

Delivery is approx 4 weeks from placement of order. However a courier service is available for urgent 
orders, we will quote for this service at the time of order. 

 

The wall covering is a non-woven, paste the wall product. It meets EN 13501-1:2007, and class 0 and
class 1 fire ratings. The inks used are colourfast.  The surface can be wiped clean with a damp cloth. It
is suitable for contract and residential use.
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